
5 Myths of
Female
Fitness
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Many females are still tentative about starting
a training program. It's no surprise. From the
endless marketing of the latest fad, conflicting
advice from supposed experts and poor
information leading to fears that certain
methods of training will result in an
undesirable aesthetic look.

Our message is this, ignore the marketing; all
you need to do is to find what nutrition and
exercise works for you. 

This guide is not here to add to the confusion,
it’s here to give you the confidence you need
to make an informed choice before getting
started.

If we can help, simply reach out.
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Myth 1 – You
must do a
certain
routine



What you’ve heard

That a certain program is
superior to another. You
hear your friend or a
celebrity talk about how
'life changing' a certain
program is. 

The Truth

There is no perfect program as we've all
got different goals, starting places and
lifestyles. 
What's important is that you find a
program that you enjoy and that gets you
results. 
Those who benefit from a program have
one thing in common; they're consistent
with their training. And that is the first
step, consistent exercise.



Key Take Away 
Firstly, think about how you can get
some physical activity into your life.
Secondly, think about what you are
looking to achieve and the best
methods of exercise to achieve those.

"A very small shift in direction can
lead to a very meaningful change
in destination"



Myth 2 – Lifting
Weights Gives
You Bulky
Muscles



What you’ve heard

Lifting anything other
than body weight and
small weights will lead to
a ‘bulky’ physique

The Truth

When we see images of females with highly
toned and muscular physiques, this is due to
them being exceptionally committed to their
training and nutrition over a long period of time. 

When we start strength training, we may gain a
small amount of muscle mass but this is good!
Muscle is what gives your body its tone,
increases it's metabolic rate, makes you stronger
and enables you to do all the things you want to
outside of the gym. From hill walking to
gardening to playing with the kids. Weight-
bearing exercise is also key to maintaining bone
health!



Key Take Away 
If you're looking to change body
composition, strength training twice per week
should form the foundation of your exercise
routine. Strength training will lay the
foundation for a leaner, stronger and more
functional body.

“Ultimately, it is your commitment
to the process that will determine
your progress."



Myth 3 - Core
Work Burns
Body Fat



What you’ve heard

We’ve probably all seen
adverts galore promoting
core training devices that
promise the appearance of
that elusive ‘six-pack.’ The
more you do, the better
your abs will look - say the
ads and internet experts.

The Truth

The best way to burn fat is NOT to focus
on individual areas of the body such as
the core. Instead, to burn fat we want to
create a ‘big fire’ in the body and the best
way to really get this ‘fire’ going is to work
multiple muscles at the same time. The
bigger the muscles and movements the
bigger the fire and the more fat we burn. 



What you can do

Including ‘Compound movements’ exercises
which involve multiple joints and many muscles
in your training program is key. Exercises such
as Squats, Deadlifts, Lunges, Push-Ups and
Pulling exercises should form the foundation of
your strength training and fat loss program. 
Your first aim should be to develop good
technique and then to load appropriately so that
your body is stressed in the right way. 

“Success is the product of daily habits—
not once-in-a-lifetime transformations.”



Myth 4 –
Cardio is Best
for Fat Loss



What you’ve heard

That endless time
performing cardio is the
best way to burn fat.
Twenty minutes on the
treadmill, twenty minutes
on the bike and then home
you go. 

Nutrition
Strength Training
Interval Training
Steady State Cardio

The Truth
While all exercise can play a part in your fat
loss, it's not where we'd start. Here's a tool
I've used for years called the 'Heirachy of Fat
Loss. In order of effectiveness, here are the
best tools for fat loss.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Steady state cardio has it's place but as a fat
loss tool, there are more effective alternatives. 



What you can do

Reflect on the heirachy of fat loss to see where
you can make the best progress. Once you've
addressed nutrition, prioritising strength training
should be next. 
When choosing what cardio to do we should
factor in your starting place, health and more
importantly what you enjoy. 

“Surround yourself with people who
have the habits you want to have

yourself. You’ll rise together.”



Myth 5 –
Women
Should Train
Differently To
Men



What you’ve heard

That females need to take
particular care and caution
when starting an exercise
program. 
Sadly, in most commercial
gyms this is still the case
with females tending to
stick to cardio while more
men strength train. 

The Truth

There is very little difference in a
successful training strategy between
females and males! 
The only reason to be specific or seek
further advice is when a medical condition
is present. Specialist advice may well
then be needed to ensure your safety...
but that's not a female v male issue! 



What you can do

As with all clients, what’s important is that you
do what’s right for you, to meet you where
you’re at on your fitness journey. Are you just
getting started? Are you in the early stages of
menopause or are you getting back into
training after a lay-off? This is the detail that is
important. Getting people ‘up and going’ is the
most important stage of any program. 

"Don't count the days, make
the days count"



1 - Any routine is a good routine. First, get started. 
2 - Lifting weights won't give you bulky muscles... it will get you strong
3 - Core work won't burn fat. Strength training is the best option
4 - Although it has a role to play, cardio isn't the priority for fat loss
5 - There is no reason why females should train differently to men

By busting these myths, hopefully, you can see past the
miscommunication and smoke and mirrors. All you need to do is stick to
basic principles of fitness to start making sustainable changes.  

Good luck! 

In Conclusion



C L I C K  H E R E

More energy and vigour for life!
A leaner, more resilient body
 Strength & fitness to keep up with the
kids (or grandkids)
Better sleeping pattern
 Feel confident in a gym surrounded by
like-minded people!

Try our 6 week Trial Membership
 

Become the best version of you, with our
taster membership offer. No risk, no

commitment and a schedule that suits you.
Includes a full assessment, personal training
and a plan to meet you where you are at on

your fitness journey.
 

In just six weeks, with a little commitment and
lots of fun, you can expect…

 

 

https://www.adywatts.com/get-started-2/
https://www.adywatts.com/get-started-2/
https://www.adywatts.com/get-started-2/


3  Reasons to choose Ady Watts
We Care1.

2. Inclusive Community 

3. Expert Coaching

It's about you, not us. Our services are designed to help you get results. Results
come from more than just turning up to train. It’s about up-skilling you on the
relevant areas of health and fitness.

For us to get lasting results your time with us needs to be enjoyable. With a
‘serious fitness, serious fun’ mantra, a team of coaches who love what they do
and regular social events our services are wrapped up in a great community
spirit.

Our expert team are at the heart of what we do. Weekly internal training along
with specialist qualifications in Weight Loss, Injury Rehabilitation, Performance
and Cardiac & Cancer rehabilitation, allow our coaches to help a wide range of
people.



Come and find out
why Ady Watts isn't
like the gym you've
been to before

Email us at info@adywatts.com

https://www.facebook.com/AdyWattsSC/
https://www.instagram.com/adywatts/

